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MY GOAL TODAY

Share proven, evidence based strategies that will help your dog adapt to being left alone

Provide you with a roadmap to prevent and address “attachment behaviors and departure success”

Explain why it’s important for your dog’s well being to learn how to occupy him/herself

Empower you to take the necessary steps to transform your current situation

For your dog to be relaxed and confident when you leave  

For you to have peace of mind when you walk out the door 



If you can’t hide a 

crime scene…

Just pretend you 

are a victim ~ 



            

                                                                     

Dogs have been more than companions to us. 

They’ve been super heroes, therapists, office mates, 

nursemaids, co-pilots, playmates and sages. 

Give your dog the gift of confidence so they are 

comfortable being alone. Whether going to 

dinner, to work, or traveling…

Being a Dog



Alexandra Horowitz

“Once a dog has your heart, you’re stuck.”



YOU’RE NOT  
DOING YOUR DOG  

ANY FAVOR  
BY NEVER LEAVING



Attachment Behaviors

Please Don’t Leave Me

Whether defined as an emotion or strictly  

in terms of the behavior that an animal exhibits 

when separated from a companion, attachment 

behaviors serve to keep individuals together and 

act as a mechanism for social cohesion.  

Source: Companion Animal Behavior Voith and Borchelt 



Why dogs end up in shelters

96%

4%

Lack of training

Other

Primary reasons people surrender their animals

96%

4%



You have work, family, social …        

all that your dog has is you 

YOU are your DOG’s EVERYTHING 

Your dog relies on you for everything

It’s up to you to support /guide your dog



Cultivate and 

strengthen the 

relationship with 

your dog

Supporting our dogs when we leave begins with  

meeting  their needs when we’re home 
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Fear, panic and sometimes terror in 

the animal when the pet parent 

prepares to and ultimately leaves

A condition where an animal becomes 

emotionally distraught when separated 

from a specific person or left alone 

Often times referred to as “velcro dogs”

What exactly is SA?

Rule out any health issues



Less severe than separation anxiety

Most typically what we see in our 

animals that don’t want to be alone

Animal fairs well with another 

companion present (dog, friend, sitter) 

Rule out any possible health conditions

What’s Isolation Distress?



Recognize the Difference

A dog that leaves deposits (soils), incessantly barks, cries, 

and destructively chews does not necessarily have SA

Just because a dog follows you around does NOT mean he has SA

They may be confused about house-training and chewing

Attachment behaviors ~ address with behavior modification

They could also have an underlying medical condition

Frustration Intolerance - agitated from not getting their way 



THE GUILTY 
LOOK 

What appears to be “guilt” is 

actually a dog anticipating 

your reaction ~  scolding



The behavior stems from anxiety, 

stress, fear, panic, attention 

seeking behavior or simply lack of 

understanding how to pass the time 

Reprimanding only exacerbates things

Is my Dog Spiteful?

Absolutely NOT



It’s heartbreaking to leave your dog that 
clearly doesn’t want to be left alone 

It’s even worse when they don’t have a 
skill set to know how to pass the time 

Isolation creates depression and 
unwanted behaviors 

Yes, dogs get lonely!



Most dogs with SA have exuberant greetings and 
farewells

Facts

Dog demonstrate signs of distress before a 
guardian even leaves

Dogs demonstrate signs of anxiety/distress within 

the first 20 minutes after you leave them alone

Dogs with SA typically have generalized anxiety



Providing a dog with a job to do within this 

20 minute window of time helps!

Facts

Dogs do worse when people reprimand them 

and have unrealistic expectations of them

Dogs with the severe problems are the 

ones that have never been left alone  

Dogs do worse when they don’t have 

something to do 



Owners do NOT reprimand or react to 

signs of soiling or destruction

Dogs do exponentially better when

They are fed a healthy RAW diet

  Provide daily mental and physical exercise  

Guardians are calm



GOOD NEWS…
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What Causes Stress & Anxiety in Animals?

People - we directly impact dog behavior

Unrealistic expectations 

Sudden changes in the household

Dynamics in the home (yelling)

Sounds(garage door, alarm chime, cell phones, tvs)

Genetic makeup

Under & over socialization or stimulation

Traumatic experience Lack of boundaries

Lack of mental and physical exercise 

Never left alone for short periods of time

Never taught how to pass time on their own



What Causes Stress & Anxiety in Animals?

Prong collars, shock collars, invisible fences, some harnesses  

Leaving a dog for extended periods of time or never leaving  

Abuse and neglect

Other animals in the home

Not allowing dogs to be dogs



What Causes Stress & Anxiety in Animals?

Food is the cause & cure

Over vaccinations, medication, and pesticides tax the 

endocrine and immune system. Plug ins, scented candles

What your dog eats DIRECTLY impacts their behavior

Subpar diet / The Gut: Brain Axis



Separation Anxiety Symptoms

Exuberant behavior - greeting & departures

Scratching

Soiling

Destructiveness

Drooling

Self mutilation

Vocalization - Incessant barking, howl, cry   

Agitation

Depression 

Panting Anorexia 

Escape 



How to Reduce Stress & Anxiety in Animals?

Meet their needs - mentally, emotionally & physically 

Reduce toxic load of vaccinations, medication & pesticides 

Exercise - mental and physical 

Provide them with a fresh species appropriate RAW diet

Allow them to be dogs - get them outside to do what they 

were born to do! Sniff, bark, dig, investigate and play! 

Play- with them and find canine playmates 



It’s not my dog’s job to live up to my expectations. 
It’s my job to help him reach his full potential.



Always … set your dog up to succeed!

Unrealistic Expectations 

Well adjusted dogs don’t just happen 

It’s our responsibility to teach/guide our dogs  



VIDEO 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwxPnGMK6c4


WHAT WENT WRONG HERE?



SET UP TO FAIL

Clear trauma and panic 

Severe Separation Anxiety and Crate anxiety 

Not offered any type of safe chew (however, it wouldn’t have helped)

Is a danger to himself

Is a danger to the home

Should never have been left alone

Leaving a dog like this will only make things worse



SET UP TO SUCCEED!
1) What’s your dog’s response when you leave for a few minutes ~ Videotape

2) Enrichment - provide DAILY mental & physical exercise

3) Plan ahead with mental stimulation toy(s) when you’re home

4) Use positive behavior modification rather than obedience training 

5) Begin with short departures 1-3 min. Graduate to longer

6) Always work at your dog’s pace. Your pace is not your dog’s

7) Form a network - dog walker, doggie day care, …

8) Even dogs that are not demonstrating SA can benefit from these! 



IMPLEMENT  
A PLAN 

  Set your dog up for success 

The plan begins long before you leave your dog  
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Determine your dog’s individual needs

Roadmap

Plan short departures - go out, come in, repeat 

Keep greetings and departures low key

Work diligently and slowly every single day

Videotape to have a clear idea of dog’s behavior 

Offer a “think toy” a few minutes before you leave

Like all roadmaps, there may be bumps along the way



Dog-proof 

Exercise 

Enrichment 

Desensitization  

Skills
A tired dog is a happy dog! 

Good DEEDS



Safety: plants, medicine, wires, knives

Set Your Dog Up For Success

Dog proofing the home

Management 101 - crate / gate dog

Teach recreational chewing  



Provide age / breed appropriate exercise daily

Set your Dog up for Success

Exercise

Mental stimulation tires a dog out

A tired dog is a happy dog :) 

Sniffing - let them do it. It’s a de-stressor!

Include your dog in your daily routines

Bond and play games with your dog every day! 



Set your Dog up for Success

Enrichment

Games and puzzles ~ Think Toys

Agility

Find it

Nosework

Field trips

Provide means of intellectual nourishment



When you ARE home…

Cues that signal to an animal that separation is approaching

 Dogs are masters of reading facial expressions, body language and nuances

Before we even leave, dogs picks up on our impending departure

Antecedents / Pre-Departure Cues (PDCs)

 Develop an eye to read your dog’s body language. What does he look like when stressed vs. relaxed?

Desensitize your dog when you are HOME. This builds confidence for when you leave! 



Desensitize Dog to Departure

When you ARE home…

Duplicate the events that lead up to you leaving the house

Know your dog - what works best for him/her 

The slower and shorter the better 

Break apart your cues - Pick up your keys put them down. 

Put shoes on, take off, open door, close, alarm, garage door



Departure Success

Low key “hellos and good byes”

When you ARE home…

Perform these “cues” while not looking at your dog

Are your dogs needs met - mentally and physically?

Work within your dog’s learning threshold



Set your Dog up for Success

Teach a skill set

The power of Praise!

Encourage your dog when you’re home that 

keeping busy on a kong or smart chew is good

Acknowledge dog for good behavior 

Catch your dog doing something right!



Departure Success

When you ARE home…

Offer a stuffed kong - Use REAL food that your dog loves!

Is dog “off” the food? This can become a PDC, take note!   

Goal is to distract, redirect, pacify, engage … 

Always have fresh filtered water available



Everything Impacts your Dog

You 

Food 

Social

Stress
Environment

Exercise

Energy 

Toxins 
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TOOLBOX FOR SUCCESS
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The Big Question…

Crate or Gate or …?

Crate for pups under 1 year

Gate for dogs that don’t chew / jump

Crate anxiety - can’t use right away if they have this 

IF your dog is fine not crated/gated there’s NO reason to 

Offer safe / enriching toys to spice up their time alone



Make the crate a happy safe haven!

Tool #1 - Crate

Only for short periods ~ 4 hrs max 

Protects your dog and your home

Provides a respite for your dog

Feed meals inside - door open

Remove collar when door is closed



Tool #1 - Crate

DO NOT use if dog has crate anxiety 

NOT for punishment 

NOT for excessive periods of times

DON’T use fabric crate if stressed

Remove any choking hazards

This is cruel, abusive, ineffective

A locked crate is no place for a dog to spend the entire day



Dogs should not be left for more than 4-5 hours at a time



Tool #2 - Gate

If your dog has severe crate anxiety gating may be an option

Gating is not an option if they are destructive

Gating must be secure to avoid injuries 

Dogs feel safer in reasonable smaller areas 



Your dog’s other best friend

Allows you to customize with healthy food 

Provides mental stimulation

Pacifies and occupies dog

Teaches recreational chewing! 

Tool #3 - Kong



Teach your dog how to occupy themselves 

 Praise them - reinforces behavior

Promotes independence  

Doesn’t pose a choking hazard like other toys

Leave several for your dog. Hide them, too!

Tool #3 - Kong

I wuv my kong! 



It calms everyone

Classical or meditative

Low volume

Icalm

Tool #4 - Music or TV

Dog TV channel~ Let them relish in a calm show  



Seek medical advice after you’ve tried everything else

Anti - anxiety medications are not a quick fix

Tool #5 - Medical Intervention

You will still need to employ behavior modification

Be aware of the side effects from the medication



Often times touch calms

Massage

Ear slides

Circular motion massage TTouch  

The Power of  Touch

Find your dog’s sweet spot



Dogs should not be left alone for more than 4-5 

hours at a time. Particularly puppies & seniors

It Takes A Village 

Network

Dog sitter / walker - interview & meet ’n greet

Doggy daycare - depends on dog and facility

Specific instructions / cues / signals 



Mimics nursing mother pheromones and 

promotes calmness

Pheromones

Drug free

Helpful with thunderstorms and loud noises

Extra Support



Used therapeutically for its beneficial effects

Flower Essences

Rescue Remedy, Rock Rose, and Mimulus

Chemical and drug free!  

Extra Support



Extra Support

CBD

The psychoactive properties are NOT in it

Organic full spectrum CBD

Anxiety, seizures, pain, epilepsy, cancer, 

improve skin conditions and post surgery

Dosage depends on individual dog /condition



A vest-like garment or anxiety wrap 

Thundershirt

Extra Support

Designed to calm anxious dogs 

Drug Free 



Do what’s best for you and your dog

Extra Support

Camera

To watch or not to watch? 

Risk / Reward



Perhaps they are the one who is having a hard time

You may feel like your 

dog is misbehaving or 

giving you a hard time…  

But consider this:
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A Message From Your Beloved Dog…

I have feelings just like you

I’m not spiteful; I’m distraught

Your behavior directly impacts me 

You are my world

Please manage my environment

Give me reasonable timelines 

Be patient with yourself

 Please be patient with mePlease meet my canine needs 

I rely on you to teach & protect me

xox



END GOAL
A healthy, relaxed and educated dog is well equipped to be on his own  

Giving you peace of mind 



Your dog can feel your energy. Be mindful of this and don’t allow 

your own stress, anxiety, or pessimism to derail your training efforts.  

Know whole heartedly that you and your dog have what it takes to 

make this work! 

It’s NEVER too late!

The Power of Positive Thinking
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Pause throughout each day and listen to your dog 

They do talk if you pay close attention…   
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